Composition: a
story with a
historical setting
The work is
drafted into short
paragraphs.
It is organised
appropriately and
has a range of
sentence
structures
throughout.

A wider range of
conjunctions are
used, resulting in
sentences with
more than one
clause.

YEAR 3
WORKING AT GREATER DEPTH
Runaways
When the first rays of light fell upon
Hannah and John in the shop doorway,
they decided to trust Dr. Barnardo.
Hannah wanted to go there because
Dr. Barnardo was a caring man and
offerd them hot food and a place of
refuge. Before Dr. Barnardo left
Hannah and John in the shop doorway,
he said to them, ”No destitute child
ever refused admition.”And he left.
They were very wary of Dr. Barnardo,
but if you are poor, and don’t have a

Possessive
apostrophe used
for plurals

Spelling is
mostly accurate
and the key
words are spelt
correctly for this
year group.

single penny to youre name, then

Punctuation is
correct
throughout and
a range of
punctuation has
been used.

sometimes you have to put your trust
in strangers. And so it was that
Hannah and John organized a trip to
Dr. Barnardo’s home, on that cold but
bright morning.
Hannah and John

trudged along

stepney causeway, they saw children,
babies and adults in all sorts of
suffering! Good job me and John aren’t
those sort of people. Thought Hannah.
The poor people’s only companion were
the rats scurrying from one building to
another in search of food. Hannah was
terrified at the sight of if that might

Handwriting is
joined and all
letters are the
same height
and correct
distance apart.
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happen, if Dr. Barnardo didn’t want to
keep them. The two children cautiously

Adverbs used
for effect and to
develop
characters

walked on until they saw a metal
bridge with a sign. Hannah and John
walked on, awed. The man is actually
real! Thought John.
The two children ran up 5 big steps,
but then paused in front of a huge
front door with a brass knocker.
Hannah stared at the house, which
looked like a dream hotel to her.
Hannah put John on her shoulders and
John, becoming more weaker, pulled

Adventurous,
vocabulary
used for
precision

the brass knocker and banged it on
the white but old door. Hannah put
John
Fronted
adverbials of
time to move
the action.

on

the smooth cobble-stone

floor.
After a few minutes, the door swung
open and there stood a lady in a
starched

uniform.

She

introduced

Inverted
commas are
used to open
and close
speech
correctly

herself and said her name was Matron.
She also said no child is ever turned
away. “Youre are more than welcome to
stay

here!”

said

matron

cheerily.

Matron took them to the san, where
they had a wash, got into clean clothes
and had some warm tomato soup.

A wide range of
conjunctions
are used,
resulting in
sentences with
more than one
clause.

